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Digital Identity Management for
K-20 Education
by Shaun Abshere, Ann West and Renee Shuey

Higher education leaders with expertise in this increasingly
important ﬁeld share suggestions, explanations and “lessons
learned” with their K-12 colleagues.

I

magine for a moment that your superintendent has hired
a consultant to create a “privacy spill prevention” report.
Before delivering the consultant’s report, the superintendent
turns to you and other district leaders and says, “First,
let’s grade ourselves on how we’re doing with identity
management. Please take a look at the ten goals on the sheet
that is being passed out and assign the district a grade on
each one.” You read:

8. Our infrastructure supports
the secure, legal exchange of
identity data within the
district, between districts,
with our vendors, and with
government agencies and
post-secondary institutions.

9. We require our IT vendors, service providers and
educational partners to support our digital identity
standards and policies.
10.We audit and continuously improve our digital identity
policies and practices.

1. Policies are in place, district-wide, that address data
stewardship and access management.
2. Awareness is high about policies governing network access
to services and information.
3. The cabinet is highly committed to our district’s Digital
Identity Management program.

• Unique digital identities whose attributes are maintained
by, and securely released from, a trusted online enterprise
directory.

4. Our district captures information about all people of
interest to the district.
5. We have strong district practices that detect, avoid and
resolve identity issues.

• Secure, easy-to-use authentication process for users built
on “Web Single Sign On” with multi-factor conﬁrmation
of identity across local and external services.

6. We can comply quickly with changes to legislation and
evolving community requirements regarding the use and
release of students’ electronic identity information.

• Ability to release minimal identity information to licensed
service providers for use in making access control decisions
and customizing their interfaces and content.

7. We can quickly determine or change all current access
privileges for all users.

• Authorization to use online resources from both
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If you ﬁnd yourself giving your district failing grades on any
or all of the goals above, you are not alone. Digital Identity
Management (IdM) is a complex and rapidly evolving ﬁeld
and many K-12 districts have just begun to focus on it as an
area of concern. However, with leadership from the top and a
coordinated, district-wide effort to deﬁne and respond to the
issues, your district can build an infrastructure that provides
core IdM functions including:

The Drivers for IdM

internal and licensed external service providers, with
access privileges and licensing compliance managed by
institutional criteria.

The drivers that are likely to force broader K-12 involvement
in decisions on IdM policies and procedures include:
• Regulatory Legislation: In recent years, press coverage
of identity theft problems prompted the U.S. Congress
and state legislatures to tighten operating requirements
for enterprises whose computing systems hold personal
information. This growing body of legislation and
regulation creates increased audit and compliance
requirements for many enterprises (see www.educause.edu/
policy for an overview of existing and pending legislation).
Technologies and business processes related to identity
management, credential distribution, authentication, and
management of access control policies are now subjects
for auditors – and current processes may be inadequate to
meet the new audit criteria.

• Procedures that preserve user privacy and intellectual
property rights.
• Means to deliver “individualized” teaching, learning and
accountability anytime and anywhere.

Learning from Higher Education
Concerns surrounding security and privacy issues have come
to dominate the IT agenda in higher education in recent
years. In interviews reported on by Dewey & DeBlois in
EDUCAUSE Review in May/June 2006, college and university
chief information ofﬁcers (CIOs) ranked “Security and
Identity Management” as their second highest priority in 2005
and their highest priority in 2006.

• Public Pressure: Press coverage about “privacy spills”
increases public awareness and criticism of the risks
posed when personal information that an enterprise
ostensibly safeguards instead is viewed and retained by the
unauthorized. K-20 enterprises are not immune to privacy
spills. During 2006, at least 10 US universities reportedly
“spilled” identity data, generating signiﬁcant negative
national press coverage and in several cases leading to
resignations by the university IT executives responsible for
securing the spilled data. In November 2006, for example,
personal information on 100,000 students and 1,000 faculty
of a South Carolina school district were found on computers
sold at an auction. In the K-12 world, where the security of
student information is a particularly sensitive issue, a privacy
spill could have a disastrous effect on the public’s trust.
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In addressing such concerns, 89 percent of U.S. colleges
and universities engaged in IdM efforts or projects during
2006, according to Identity Management in Higher Education: A
Baseline Study by Ronald Yanosky, which explains the challenge
as follows:
“At one time, institutions relied entirely on face-to-face
relationships and familiar documentary credentials to
identify people and authorize them to do things. But as
colleges and universities have moved more and more
of their operations online, they have also created a need
for electronic mechanisms to perform these functions.
It’s not a trivial task. Among the billion people who
have access to the Internet, Web-based systems must
distinguish between those with legitimate purposes
and those with malicious intentions. Even within the
campus, good business practice and a growing body of
regulations demand that online identity transactions be
simple, fast, accurate and secure.”

• Access for New User Communities: Many K-12 districts
now routinely provide login credentials to “extramural”
groups of users, such as concerned citizens, parents,
guardians, alumni, contractors, and benefactors. Many
such users are not required to receive their credentials in
person; often, the district will not know who actually is
receiving and using these credentials or when to revoke
them. For many applications (eg., viewing an events
calendar) weak authentication is not an issue. However,
there are other applications – such as online fee payments,
access to student grades or IEPs, software maintenance
by a consultant, or online surveys directed to particular
groups – where strong or multi-factor authentication is a
requirement that a district must address.

This increasing reliance on technology and data-intensive
applications to manage aspects of the education enterprise is
not unique to colleges and universities. A growing number
of IT experts are calling on K-12 districts to join with
higher education leaders to address the IdM challenge in a
deliberate, policy-based manner. Chief technology ofﬁcers
in K-12 institutions may ﬁnd much to learn and adapt from
their post-secondary colleagues’ experience as we all move
education deeper into virtual terrain.
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• Scalable Services and User Experience: K-20 institutions
are gradually moving many learning and business services
for students, teachers and other staff to an electronic
self-service model. The model for user interaction
now is online access, twenty-four hours a day, from any
compatible networked device, instead of face-to-face only
during school hours. How will a CTO manage access to
this growing number of separate applications in a secure,
reliable fashion? How will users manage – and securely
remember – all the credentials needed?

personalized learning management system where a history
study session is already under way.
As the session winds down, Molly receives an instant message
from Erik asking if she wants to study chemistry with him.
They agree to try out the new chemistry courseware their
district has invested in but Molly suggests that they ﬁrst watch
a recommended video on predicting chemical reactions from
acid/base strength measurements. “Makes sense” replies Erik,
and they each click on the link that takes them to the online
digital media collection the district licenses through the state
education network.

The Beneﬁts of IdM
When asked as part of the Yanosky baseline study about the
beneﬁts they expected to reap from a strategic commitment
to develop IdM infrastructure, college-level CIOs indicated
a variety of beneﬁts ranging from the ability to track
unauthorized activity to rapid deprovisioning or enablement
of accounts as people leave or join the institution. (See “The
Beneﬁts Ranked” below.) While the largest group (81 percent)
of higher education CIOs said that the concerns about
security and privacy were driving their interest in IdM, a full
61 percent said they were also motivated by a desire to improve
user services and satisfaction – for example, by reducing the
number of accounts and passwords users must remember,
provisioning accounts faster or improving self-service.

Their viewing done, the two return to their chemistry
assignments list, select an exercise on acid and base and
are passed into the National Science Digital Library portal
and then on to the American Chemical Society’s portal for
chemical education. Practicing with the course-speciﬁc digidemo and chatting to test each other’s understanding, the two
classmates prepare for the exam that they’ll take online at the
end of the week.

The following vignette describes the user experience in a
hypothetical K-12 district that has addressed the need for IdM
infrastructure:

Before beginning on tonight’s math homework, Molly
remembers that she had promised to reserve a room for next
month’s district-wide meeting for all the foreign language
club presidents. She opens and passes into the facilityreservation service, where she selects an available room on a
nearby campus and posts the meeting invitation to the online
calendars of her fellow student presidents.

“Time for homework,” thinks Molly as she logs on to the
district network with her username and password and draws
her right index ﬁnger smoothly across the computer’s swipescanner to conﬁrm her identity to the portal. She views
and sorts her personalized list of assignments, then clicks
on an item at the top of the list, passing into the district’s

The Beneﬁts Ranked
Asked to rank the importance to their institutions of 14 speciﬁc beneﬁts of IdM, higher education CIOs replied:

High Importance

Medium Importance

Low Importance

1. Track unauthorized activity
2. Immediate deprovisioning on
user departure
3. Appropriate ID prooﬁng conﬁdence
4. Single sign-on
5. Single afﬁliations source
6. Self service

7. Immediate new-user enablement
8. Scalable authentication and authorization
9. Immediate role change
10. User access to off-campus resources
11. Strong authentication
12. Appropriate guest access

13. Non-institutional user access to
our resources
14. Decentralize account management
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Source: Identity Management in Higher Education:
A Baseline Study. Yanosky, Ronald. EDUCAUSE
Center for Applied Research.
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Erik signs off and Molly goes to check on her math assignment.
Her teacher has posted the corrected math tests, along with
grades for the quarter, and Molly is pleased to see that she
did well at both. “I’ll be emailing your parents to invite them
to check out the grades as well,” the teacher writes, “and I’ve
submitted them to the front ofﬁce.”

During the course of one evening, Molly beneﬁts from a
variety of compelling learning and support services, provided
by trusted service providers, all of whom recognize her identity
from her initial log-in. In accessing these resources, Molly,
Erik, her teachers and her parents are using many of the core
security, privacy and access functions that the district’s digital
identity management infrastructure can provide.

A plan in hand allows you to address the identiﬁed gaps as
the opportunity arises, such as coupling a new “web single
sign-on” service with an upgraded portal or establishing a
higher level of assurance for higher-risk applications when
implementing a new ﬁnance system.
For example, to develop a plan that puts the authentication
challenges front and center, follow these steps:

Building the Foundation
As K-12 technology leaders examine the inventory of
technologies available for IdM, what does the current stateof-the-practice in K-20 reveal? The IdM references cited at
the end of this article provide an overview of the wide range
of digital identity management technologies that are fully
or partially operational in higher education today.

1. Deﬁne your challenge for change, including drivers to help
determine where you need to go.
2. Understand your district’s service requirements and
accompanying framework to manage authentication.
3. Develop a set of principles to guide decision-making.

To reap the beneﬁts of IdM, however, a K-20 institution
and its top technology leaders must overcome resource,
organizational and technical challenges. When asked, as
part of the Yanosky study, to name their top challenges
to pursuing IdM, higher education CIOs replied in the
following proportions:

4. Inventory how your district operates today.
5. Analyze your target online services, who is using them,
what the risk issues are, and develop a list of technical
architecture, business process, and policy gaps that need to
be addressed to achieve 1 and 2 above.

54%: Other IT projects had higher priority

Implementing Change
As your district begins implementing a new approach to digital
identity management, it is important to work concurrently
with constituencies across the district to ensure your policy,
business process, and technologies are all “in synch.”

39%: Inadequate funding
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30%: Difﬁculty developing campus policies and procedures
Noting a clear “capability gap” – in which the capability to
deliver was rated lower than the importance of IdM to the
institutions involved in the study – Yanosky suggests: “While
critical to the success of an IdM initiative, documentation,
policy and planning activities can be the most difﬁcult parts of
such an effort. … The success of the ambitious IdM initiatives
many respondents described may depend on the completion
of these preparatory endeavors.”

Policy
Any district-wide approach to authentication services and
identity management must include policies and processes
consistent with the district’s needs and community values. You
should use your IT governance structure to develop the policy
framework for the IdM project and incorporate it into your
overall identity management and security policy framework.
Policy states the “what” or “why”; it articulates the long-term
An infrastructure rests on its foundation. The fundamental institutional position, identiﬁes mandates, scope, roles and
insight that K-12 CTOs should take from their colleagues’ responsibilities and requires a shared vision of the legal and
experiences is: build a strong policy foundation for IdM.
regulatory landscape, business drivers of the institution,
and the values and ethics of the institution. For example,
The ﬁrst step to accomplishing this involves developing a authentication policy should address the following:
high-level plan that identiﬁes functions, process, policies, and
technologies needed to address your speciﬁc drivers. To orient • Identiﬁcation: What requirements will the district impose
your efforts, consider and discuss the illustration on the page
to ensure sufﬁcient proof that the person is who they
that follows of a district’s “ideal” IdM environment.
say they are? What credentials are required to conﬁrm
their employment, student status, or other afﬁliation
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Federated
Partners

relationship to the institution? If identity data is derived
from existing directory or user account databases, how will
legacy information be veriﬁed?

of viewpoints and sufﬁcient data inform the decisions about
authentication.
Below is a selection of the business processes that you should
address:

• Electronic Credentials: What rules determine the form
of the credential? How will the district identify the
requirements or standards affecting this form? How will
legacy architectures make use of the electronic credential?
What encryption standard will we require? What is the
anticipated lifecycle of our electronic credentials? Can they
be changed, retired or reused?

• Identiﬁcation and Registration: On- and off-campus
identity vetting and other processes that may have to be
considered if parts of the population cannot comply with
vetting policies, such as exception procedures for dealing
with constituencies who need access but fall outside the
identiﬁed local populations (e.g., “guests” or remote users).
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• Registration: How do we obtain information about the
individual? How are afﬁliates, such as parents, job applicants,
alumni, and contractors added? What relationships or
dependencies are required for our enterprise directory?
Are appropriate protections in place to ensure the privacy
of information about individuals? How will we link an
electronic credential to information about the individual?
In our vignette above, for example, Molly and Erik’s school
district licenses access to digital resources and has the
responsibility to ensure that the individuals using these
resources are authorized. The critical prerequisite step is to
make sure the “physical” student or other authorized enduser is linked to the right electronic credential to ensure
license compliance.

• Electronic Credentials: Creation of self-service or other
password change mechanisms; password-reset exception
processes; and procedures involving password sharing or
compromise.
• Account Management: Status and afﬁliation changemanagement; Provisioning and de-provisioning accounts;
how and when these are done
• Support: Help desk and related support personnel’s
responsibilities.
• Security and Compliance: Auditing and process
debugging; security monitoring and compliance.

• Service providers: What requirements will we impose on
service providers to ensure the privacy of identity information,
whether on our premises or offsite? For example, in our
earlier vignette, how long should the National Digital
Science Library or the American Chemical Society retain the
students’ identity information sent originally to make a justin-time authorization decision? Can these service providers
use that data for another purpose? And who actually retains
the data when one service provider acts as a proxy for another
as in our example? What standards will we require to ensure
protection of the credential during transmission? Will
we need to support multi-factor authentication for some
services that require higher security?

• Staff Training: Educating staff about new or changed
processes and responsibilities.
• Risk Assessment: Evaluating the vulnerabilities, likelihood
of damage, and cost to recover associated with data,
transactions, and processes.
Technology
A critical goal when planning your IdM infrastructure
is to ensure that it meets the agreed business and policy
requirements. If unacceptable gaps exist, the district’s
technology leaders must work with their policy and process
colleagues to achieve consensus on how to close the gaps.

Business Processes
Key to business process change is the education of all the
affected parties and an on-going review channel for reporting
issues and problems with the new procedures. Continuing
with the authentication example: educating managers and
policy makers about the basics of authentication technology
and implementation decision points ensures that a variety

Once you have identiﬁed existing constraints and mapped
business requirements to technology requirements, you
are ready to decide on your protocols and determine which
products to support. Because institutional goals, drivers, skill
sets, and resources vary widely across the K-20 community, there
is no one technology that addresses all needs of all institutions.
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As you decide, examine your choices in the light shed by the
reported goals and experiences of higher education.

Consider integrating one or two district systems that are
overseen by managers who are willing partners in piloting the
new infrastructure. Here is one sequence of steps a district
might follow:

One recommendation is to consider open standards and
architectures such as those being explored by the National
Science Foundation’s Middleware Initiative and its Enterprise
and Desktop Integration Technologies Consortium (see resource
directory at the end of this monograph). As Yanosky puts it, “It’s
hard to think of an area of IT that could beneﬁt more from open
standards and architectures than IdM. Though IdM standards
remain immature, a solid core exists. Institutions that make the
maximum possible use of standards and ﬂexible architectures
will be in the best position to exploit a maturing product
marketplace and respond to emerging IdM demands.”

• Develop phased migration strategies for moving from
the existing infrastructure to the new one. This includes
updating or creating the data feeds, implementing code
changes, linking in the applications, and deciding the
phases of the migration. Schedule the process of “going live”
carefully, accounting for time-of-year or other anticipated
factors affecting demand on the systems and staff resources.
Remember to develop contingency plans for backing out
of the new system if things prove problematic.

Migrating to Production

• Start working through your communications and
education plan. Hold get-ready meetings with project
members (including stakeholders, help desk staff, and so on)
as developed by the business process team above. Be sure
you discuss expectations with those involved in the project,

To migrate the new infrastructure to production, pick a staging
strategy. For example, you might begin by selecting relatively
low-risk services for initial integration in order to test the
functionality and the scalability of the new infrastructure.

Digital Identity Management Glossary
Authentication is the process of validating
the credentials presented in a particular
security context. Proper authentication
requires that the identiﬁcation and
registration processes that precede it are
not compromised. Authentication should
not imply access to resources, which is
done with the Authorization step.
Authorization is the process of controlling,
based on business rules, an individual’s
access to resources.
Credential is an object that is veriﬁed
when presented to the veriﬁer in an
authentication transaction. Examples
include user id and password pairs and
digital certiﬁcates.
Identiﬁcation is the process by which
information about a person is gathered and
used to provide some level of assurance
that the person is who they claim to
be. Generally, this identity veriﬁcation
takes place within the ofﬁce (e.g. Human
Resources or Student Services) that ﬁrst
encounters the individual and creates their
record within the institutional system(s) of
record. The next step is Registration (see
below).

Identity Management is an integrated
system of business processes, policies, and
technologies that enable organizations to
facilitate and control their users’ access to
online applications and resources — while
protecting conﬁdential personal and
business information from unauthorized
users. It represents a category of
interrelated solutions that are employed
to administer user authentication, access,
rights, access restrictions, account proﬁles,
passwords, and other attributes supportive
of users’ roles/proﬁles on one or more
applications or systems.
Identity Vetting is the process used to
establish the identity of the individual to
whom the credential was issued This is
typically done at the Registration stage.
Multi-factor Authentication requires the
use of two or more approaches from
something you know, have, or are.
Examples include using a password to
unlock a digital certiﬁcate store. Typically,
multi-factor authentication is associated
with a more rigorous vetting process,
providing a higher LoA, and therefore a
higher security level for more sensitive
services or systems.
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Registration (also known as credentialing)
is the process whereby users are given
electronic credentials, leveraging the
identiﬁcation process above to ensure that
they are coupled with the correct electronic
identity information. For example, many
institutions use a web-based mechanism
to reset an initial password and establish
a permanent one, ensuring a correct
mapping by requiring the user to enter
additional information validated against
that which is contained in their record. It
is important for institutions to establish
rules that govern the processes used by
the department or ofﬁce that assigns and
distributes credentials.
Single Sign-on Authentication, or SSO, allows
users to login once and gain access to
multiple applications for a deﬁned time
period without having to re-login each
time: subsequent authentication takes
place without further user interaction or
interruption.

Digital Identity

Here are some terms that are relevant to IdM. See also the Johns Hopkins University Enterprise Services Glossary (nts.jhmi.edu/es/glossary.cfm)
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• Migrate systems and users
• Institutionalize governance. The district’s authentication
requirements will evolve as new end-user groups are
identiﬁed, new compliance requirements are deﬁned, and
new technologies and services become available. Decide how
best to migrate the project governance team to an on-going
function. The creation of such a forum is critical: to preserve
the commitment and risk-tolerance of your district, you
must bring new issues to the attention of stakeholders.
In K-12 education, CTOs and other technology leaders have
helped their enterprises move information and learning
technology from the periphery to the core of their missions.
Adapting and integrating a digital identity infrastructure into
K-12 is but the next step and one with ample precedent – and
colleagues – elsewhere in education.

To locate these and other relevant resources
online, visit:

This publication is one of six monographs that make up the 2007 CoSN
Compendium, a collection of resources for members of the Consortium
for School Networking (www.cosn.org), a national non-proﬁt organization
that promotes the use of information technologies in K-12 education to
improve learning. Additional copies can be ordered onlne at www.cosn.
org/resources/compendium.
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